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The Malleus Maleficarum, usually translated as the Hammer of Witches, is the best known and the most
important treatise on witchcraft. It was written by the discredited Catholic clergyman Heinrich Kramer (under
his Latinized name Henricus Institoris) and first published in the German city of Speyer in 1487. It endorses
extermination of witches and for this purpose develops a detailed legal and ...
Malleus Maleficarum - Wikipedia
In German folklore, a drude (German: Drude, pl. Druden) is a kind of malevolent nocturnal spirit (an elf or
kobold or a hag) associated with nightmares, prevalent especially in Southern Germany.Druden were said to
participate in the Wild Hunt and were considered a particular class of demon in Alfonso de Spina's
hierarchy.The word also came to be used as a generic term for "witch" in the 16th ...
Drude - Wikipedia
(EN) Â«Satan's ancestry is the result of an elaborate cross-breeding of traditions that has spanned
millennia.Â» (IT) Â«L'ascendenza di Satana Ã¨ il risultato di un elaborato incrocio di tradizioni che Ã¨ durato
millenni.Â»
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